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Abstract A general method of calculating the frequency shift due to lattice defects is developed 
for a one dimensional lattice with an arbitrary number of lattice points.

The method is based on the Fourier transform of the equation of motion. It is shown that the 
frequency spectrum is determined by 사le roots of 5x5 secular equation, the coefficients of which 
depend on defects in the mass and the force constant as well as the number of the lattice points. 
For the limiting case of infinite lattice, the dimension of the secular equation reduces to three and 
the result agrees with that of Montroll and Potts.

Introduction

The frequency distribution for the normal 
modes of vibration of a lattice with defects 
(impurities, holes and interstitials etc. ) exhibits 
a discrete spectra in addition to the band 
spectra as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The

£d

Fig. 1. Frequency spectrum of
(a) Perfect lattice
(b) lattice with defect

Maximum frequency
Wq=Discrete frequency for localized 

mode

frequency shift due to lattice defects in the 
band is small and can be calculated by the 

perturbation method. However, this is not 
applicable for the localized frequency shift 
Lax and Smith1 calculated the frequency 
shift by using the method developed by Koster 

and Slater2 in the calculation of electronic 
energy levels in a metal with defects. Later, 
Montroll and Potts 3>4»5 developed a theory 
by which one can calculate the localized fre
quency as well as the self energy of a defect 
and the interaction energy between defects. 
This theory gives a simple algebraic equation 
for the localized frequency in the case of an 
infinite lattice but a series expansion formula in 
the case of a finite lattice5.

In the present work, we shall derive a simple 
algebraic equation for the localized and non
localized frequencies for a one dimensional finite 
lattice with defects. This kind of problem arises 
for example, in the calculation of normal mode 
frequencies of a linear hydrocarbon with a double 
bond or a subtituent, for these could be consi
dered as defects in the corresponding normal 
hydrocarbon.
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The frequency distribution of a defected 
lattice in one dimension. Consider the small 
vibration of a one dimensional lattice on N 
atoms with the same mass M and the same 
harmonic force constant 7 except for the 5-th 
atom which has 솨le mass JAf and the 
force constant 7+J7. With the assumptions 
of the nearest neighbour harmonic approxim
ation and the free boundary condition, the 
Lagrangean L of the system may be written as,

Z i-1 厶

-也席 S+l-@)2

—-g-Jr X5-1)2+(XJ+1—X,)2) (1) 

where x： is the displacement of the :-th atom 
from its equilibrium position. The equation of 
motion is given by

+ J/(ir5+i—2^+Xj-x)) dj\
+JZ Gs (2)

7=1, 2,.......... N 

with the free boundary conditions

X()=X1, 孙즈=孙+1

In eq, (2), dj.s is the Kronecker delta defined 
by

드』〔妇一妇

一〔4A如2%+力了(払+1-以虹+払 t)〕dj,s
+夕3+1-妃团3+1 (3)

where

j=l, 2,.............. N and

Uq=Ui, Wjv=mN+1

In order to simplify the set of differential 
equations, we introduce the Fourier transform 
of uj by

U= 承 (4)

Then, eq. (3) takes the form
(A/w2+2Z(cos^)— 1)] U

=7«i(l—e-ip)
+ 7&(厂"1)J 너 *)

+ 由(jLzQgTSl 沖

+ [AMw2us+AT («,+i—2us+-1))厂'狎
+J7 u^)e~{ Cs+n p (5)

where we have assumed s=l, N in order to 
eliminate the boundary condition. It is a simple 
matter to solve separately the case where 5=1 
or N.

We note here that on the right hand side of 
eq. (5) there appears only ux, Ms_b ust us+li 
的v・

In order to obtain uj, we use the Fourier in
version,

为=4 [2tUe^d<p 
J o (6)

As usual, we put

Xj—uje~iwt, i= i/U五
Then eq. (2) becomes

Mw2Uj+T (u；+i 一 2旳+旳-i)

Then, from eq. (5)

3 广=Z£i(心一，j・i+"N0V-j+l — /N-j)
4 了
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uj=AjiUi + AjNuN^-Aj.s，iu^i

+ z사了了 节尹 _ j defined in Fig. (2) yields the analytical con
tinuation of the case where 令 is real. The

+-y-(Zs_/_i-27J-/+7s-j+i)j| result thus obtained is also the physically
1 p

/7" meaningful one.
+—^s+i(Zs-/+i—L-i) (7) Now eq. (7) may be written in the form

where
(11)

2兀 1 A彻2+27(cos。一 1) (8)

Obviously IV=RV, The integration 
carried out by the contour integral,

may be

where the coefficients Aj,s are defined by the 
corresponding terms of eq. (7). In order to 
simplify the explicit forms of Aj.v, we put

(12)
z^dz

27ci c(z+e©)(z+eT)
_ (一 S이

2 sin如5

Then
(9)

4=^1+tv7(x2-l) (13)

where the contour c is given in Fig. 
© is defined by

(2) and
Thus we obtain for Aj.v

— l=cos/t © { 21 6그。
\ <1 ©=imma흥inary (10) (14)

where aj.v is 용iven by
We shall see later that the real 令 describes 

the localized frequency. It may be worthwhile 
to discuss how to determine the contour C. 
When © is real, there is no difficulty in defin
ing the contour C. When is immaginary, 
however, there exist four ways of drawing the

aj,N=xN~i+1t

contour. It turns out that only the contour

/ —kxs~i for s〉j
a*' I 虹for Wj,

(m—互)为-'(工一1) for $〉j
」(m—2k)x—m for s=j
.(m—»)©广r(z—1) for s<Zj
J 虹ljh for

"''어」 I —kx^3 for s<Zj

知=

and here

m—AM/M, 如드ATH
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We may write eq. (10) as follows

(z+1)旳=£0/叫；V
5 — 1, 5, s+1, N (15)

where j runs from 1 to TV as before. If we 
restrict j=l, 5—1, s, s+1, N, then {a；v} 
become a 5x5 square matrix given by

'x xN 一左(m—砂史t(z—1) kxs
XN X 虹 1+1 (辨—愆一 1) 一虹N-, 

a=； xs~x —虹kx2 :
xs ”m kx (m—2lz)x—in kx 
xs+1 xN~s kx2, (w—1) —kx

(16)

To obtain the condition for eq. (15) to have a 
non trivial solution for ㈤,the coefficients must 
satisfy the following secular equation,

det|a—(x+l)Z| =0 (17)

where Z is a unit matrix. This is the algebraic 
equation of x which we are looking for. This 
may be written explicitely as follows,

so that © must be real and positive. This 
means that k이 from eq. (12). Accordingly
for a large N we could use an iteration method 
to solve eq. (18) starting from xN=0. When 
N is small, obviously there is no di伍culty in 
solving the equation.

In the following, we shall apply Eq. (18) 
for two special cases:
1) The perfect lattice; (m=E=0),

det|a—(z+l)^=Gr+l)[ t 时=。 (21)
I砂-i

The roots from the factor (x+1)3 are redun
dant. These are introduced from the transfor
mation a/,v=A/,p(x+1). Accordingly

x2N=l

which yields the well known frequency distri
bution of one dimensional lattice with free 
boundary condition 흐

由2=■끊(l+cos骨), »=1,2, N (22)

—1 xN —kx3-1 1) kx2 =0 ii) The localized mode of infinite lattice
XN _1 kxN~3+l (〃Z 一互)#：1 (上一D —kxn~s 

一。+ (上一 1)如B
x3 xN-s+1 kx (m—2A—l)x—kx
x,+1 숴'I ka? 1) 一 1

(18)

Once we solve this equation for x, then the 
frequency w is given from eqs. (10) and (12) 
as follows

2 T (x—l)2 /Jc、
宀-3厂-言- (19)

For the localized mode, we have from eq. (10)

(므)2=淑初 2 >1; 就=爷 (20)

Since as M스8, eq. (18) reduces to 
the following after a trivial simplification,

—1 (彻一砂％(z—1) kx2 =0
kx (加一么一 (初+1) kx (23) 
kx2, (m一互)e(况:一 1) 一。+l)z—1

which is the equation first derived by Montroll 
and Potts 5.
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